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Marshall Barnes, R&D Eng Sees Actual Wakanda Possibility for Blerds in Earth:12KB4
As work continues on the Mission - Earth:12KB4 project, Marshall Barnes, R&D Eng opens the possibility
for blerds and various African American elites to start their own actual Wakanda in the distant past,
eventually ruling Earth.
ATLANTA - Sept. 19, 2020 - PRLog -- In an ongoing continuation of the breakthrough Mission Earth:12KB4 project, founder and head scientist Marshall Barnes, R&D Eng has expanded the project to
include opportunities for blerd minded members of the African American community to get involved in
creating their own version of a "Wakanda" civilization in the distant past of a new, parallel universe copy of
the Earth 12,000 years ago. An article describing this has been released on the Geeks section of the
Vocal.media media content platform.
As incredible as it sounds, Marshall is quick to point out that's because people have been so misinformed
about time travel and kept in the dark concerning the research, they are shocked when they hear about it.
The effort requires a $100,000 investment to complete research to discover the best way to achieve the last
step making a 2 way, back and forth method to the same place in time, work. Marshall's worked out how to
create enough revenue in the meantime to cover the $100,000 investment so the project has little risk for
backers, which he sees as 10 individuals at $10,000 a piece. The return on investment, however could be in
the millions by selling mining rights and other resources to be acquired. Of course there would also be the
ability to move people to the period 12,000 years in the past where a new civilization could be started,
eventually taking over the world.
"With the explosion in blerd culture, growth of African American venture capitalists, and popularity of the
Wakanda fantasy from Marvel comics, I think the opportunity to actually create a real one with the chance
to become a dominate world power, is a concept appealing to many people in the African American
community," Marshall says. "It also comes with the additional security of escaping all of the extinction
level threats about to happen here in the not too distant future. Maybe even sooner than we would like to
think."
Marshall points out this could be far more profitable than space ventures proposed by Jeff Bezos and Elon
Musk, delivering on the survival promises better and sooner. Musk and Bezos won't deliver anything
significant until maybe 2030 at best. If Marshall's venture gets fully funded by 2020's end, he expects it to
be successful, if that's possible, within a year and fully operational.
You can read his article at
https://vocal.media/geeks/blerds-could-get-a-real-wakanda-with-a-global-reach-via-time-travel-to-the-past
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=op3FEI-6aQM
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